Model: CBD20SR

The CBD20SR type Electric pallet Stacker with initial lifting, the leg can lift up to 120mm to easily negotiate over ramps and bridging plates, with small turning radius and lowest height (1.08-1.38m), can carry two pallets at same time, widely used in low shelves warehouse and small supermarket.

Advantages:

SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY:
- Advanced AC control system eliminates the motor brushes and directional contactors, which makes the minimal maintenance requirements.
- Intelligentized regeneration brake system.
- Platform with speed sensor and have good suspension system.
- With guard on both sides, protect operator when drive at high speed of the trucks.
- Emergency reversing device.
- Built-in pressure relief valve protects the trucks from overloads.
- Emergency power disconnect.
- With speed sensor under platform can switch drive speed to Low/High speed when platform is closed/opened.
- Multi-function display with (BDI) battery discharge indicator and working hours.
- Multi-function display, includes battery status, working hours.
- The bevel design of the bottom provides good traffic ability characteristic. The truck could pass max. 32% slope without laden. And the max. gradability can achieve 8% when laden.
- With option of Electric Power Steering system (EPS), makes truck steering very smoothly and tight.

STRUCTURAL:
- Hand steel rear cover, anti-collision, easy disassembly, provides the maintenance for the electrical system very convenient.
- Only 830mm lowered fork height, the truck is with good applicability.
- With vertical driving wheel offers small turning radius.
- With floating design for drive axle provides good anti-vibration.
- Side way battery with roll-out system is very convenient to replace batteries. Achieves the continuity of working.
- When the truck jolts, the connecting rod will never be crooked because of the pull function.

SERVICEABILITY:
- Low battery protection setting prolongs the battery life.
- With integration electric layout, it is very easy to maintenance. Reliable and shockproof electric system.
- Easy replacement and maintenance for the steering wheel.